2001 taurus

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Taurus owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Third compressor to be replaced
in 8 years. There is a filter in the circulatory system of the refrigerant which was clogged and led
to failure. No heat". Can't find solution". The only way to fix it requires pulling the dash. This is
a ridiculous design mistake". If they used a metal door it probably would have never happened
because the metal material would have more durability. Not fun in the South! Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Thus far I have
just been using a try under the area of the leak, which would make quite a mess if I didn't do
that. I am considering fixing the leak as the car runs very well otherwise". Found engine was
leaking coolant. Dealer discounted price and I used my repair shop to fix leak. Now, 5 years
later, engine leaks oil. Possibly because of piston ring blow by from worn rings". Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. It's white. But,
patches of paint is peeling off the hood and the hood only. The paint on the rest of the car is
perfect. Apparently the hood was not properly prepared for painting in ". The rest of the car
looks good, clean and shiny. The roof, trunk lid, doors, and fenders look excellent. Paint
remaining on hood looks good, too. Paint just didn't adhere to the hood alone. These rust spots
developed from under the paint not from the surface of the paint. Shocks or struts, ball joints,
tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Need to get alignment done regular this helps". About every other year they need
to be looked at. It is resolved everytime. When I opened the hood the power steering fluid was
bubbling out of the reservoir". Air would get in the system. About half of that, and half regular
fluid. Overall fluid is much thicker, and I'm assuming it reconditioned some seals and closed
some gaps". Rear were too massive a job to change remove rear interior deck to get to strut.
Engine mounts needed changing. Top mounts simple, bottom ones required lifting engine".
Very expensive replacement cost! The mechanics were nice but it still took a while to diagnosis
correctly. Good thing I had another car to use! That pretty much generalizes my experience. It
did this about 3 times before I took it in for repairs. The problem has been resolved. Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Fords electrical system needs improvement, engine controls, ECU's,
switches, wiring. I would hope these engineers could solve corrosion". Replaced plugs, coil and
wires. Ran great for a week did it again. Replaced plugs did it again. Used Motorcraft parts.
Replaced injectors ran even better, did it again in a week. Checked compre". Also replaced cam
shaft synchronizer 2'nd time and had engine mounts replaced". Fortunately the first one I
bought had a lifetime warranty. It will start to leave home and again after first stop, but following
any subsequent stops it won't start or will barely turn over. So far it has started after sitting
minutes all 3 times it happened, but barely. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I'll get it
looked at eventually. Easily repaired". It got worse on rough, course pavement. Stepping on the
brakes sometimes caused pulsing in the pedal. I took it to a mechanic I trust and found that the
rear brakes were very worn and one of the wheel bearing was failing - hence the growling. Had
to replace all parts of the rear brakes. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Accessibility to these lights is
extremely difficult". Seatbelt sensors are not reliable, will be on when they are fastened or off
when they are not". However, because of that, I am more apt to take off without releasing the
parking brake, causing premature read pad wear". I would not fault the manufacturer on this
matter since I have had excellent service from this vehicle". Has not been fixed". Rattles when
on a rough road. Has only been doing this recently". Only hear rattle when going over bumps or
rough roads. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Eventually found service did not include
new coolant. Engine had a build up of sludge in the coolant system. Have had to boil system out
four times, replaced the heads once. Now we do not get much warm air out of the heater. Can
not afford to have the heater core replaced. This resulted in failure of heater to work and head

gasket to go. Told to replace by mechanics. Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. If an actuator is stuck in unlock position, it tells the computer a door is
unlatched and causes the dome light to stay on. Water pump". Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Most expensive". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I don't believe that it
should be faulty that early". Upon teardown head gasket was blown. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Seemed to have been electrical. The
garage was able to partially repair it but now when the I have the headlight on the light on the
radio goes out. I hesitate to try to fix that as something else may then have a problem".
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Ford Taurus Change Vehicle. The Taurus
tested out reasonably well. The car is roomy, plus it rides and handles soundly. However, even
the upgrade hp engine lacks real punch and isn't particularly frugal. The wagon was one of the
few inexpensive seven-passenger vehicles of its time. There are 10 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. No
heat" Marv S. I am considering fixing the leak as the car runs very well otherwise" Shirley H.
Loose exterior trim or moldings "rust ate away the rocker panel Apparently the hood was not
properly prepared for painting in " William M. Alignment "There is something wrong with front
end, have had problems for many years and had lots of fixes they only last a year or so. When I
opened the hood the power steering fluid was bubbling out of the reservoir" Jerrold L. Overall
fluid is much thicker, and I'm assuming it reconditioned some seals and closed some gaps"
Adam H. Top mounts simple, bottom ones required lifting engine" William D. Battery not hybrid
or electric "Keeping batteries in this car is hard, they last about 2 yrs. I would hope these
engineers could solve corrosion" Ralph B. Checked compre" Harold D. Gauges "Lights behind
gauges are going out. Accessibility to these lights is extremely difficult" Richard H. Seatbelt
sensors are not reliable, will be on when they are fastened or off when they are not"
Anonymous, ID Ford Taurus 3. Air or water leaks "At miles it us not unusual or surprising to
have a cooling system leak. Gear selector or linkage "I replaced the Shift Cable! Locks and
latches "Although low milage this car is 19 years old. CV joint "they were leaking and needed
replacement" George R. Catalytic converter "Mechanic thought it was transmission, but it was
the converter. Head gasket "The head gasket began seeping water at the , mile mark. I don't
believe that it should be faulty that early" David J. Display screen difficult to see "This
happened after engine repair was done. I hesitate to try to fix that as something else may then
have a problem" Shirley H. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. A
damaged or broken brake disc may reduce a vehicle's braking power, increasing the risk of a
crash. Read Recall Details. The brake pad shim may shift out of position causing the shim to
contact the brake disc resulting in damage to the disc. What should you do:. Bosch will instruct
the owners how to have the affected brake pads replaced, free of charge. The recall began on
May 26, Owners may contact Bosch customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very nice man.
Masir was very helpful and kind. Originally went to look at a Honda CR-V but another car on the
lot caught my attention. He let me and my family look at both and test drive both. Great
businessman thank you! I can in and talk to Humberto the best salesman I give him ten stars he
took good care of me I got a Cadillac Escalate thank you Humberto your the best. These guys
went above and beyond. Made sure everything was perfect for my car. My husband and I got a
good car at a great price and we will definitely be buying from them again in the future. Highly

recommended! TLC Motors lied to me about the condition of the car. I told them the low tire
pressure was on, and they said it was broke, which it wasn't. They sent me home with a flat tire,
with 7PSI in it, knowing I drove 3 hours there. When I called them they didnt care, since they
already had my money. They told me the car had AC but it actually had a massive leak, they put
enough freon on it to make it seem like it was fine. Very VERY disappointed. I've never been so
disrespected. I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has no
rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car buying
with these people love the prices from other places I have talked too very fair. I had questions
about a listing but when I called someone had already purchased it. Staff was very helpful and
told me about another similar vehicle that was available. Thanks ECAS. I feel like the person
who contacted was very helpful! Also I felt like he courteous and kind! I will check with you
guys whenever I need a vehicle. Very friendly! Stuck around for us and closed the deal well after
hours. Honest and upfront! Tony Fuchs is a great, trustworthy, knowledgeable salesman. And
Chuck, himself was friendly and the Guatemalan coffee is delicious! Super, non-pressure
experience all together! Al at the dealership was very professional. He sent me some extra
pictures that were very helpful in my decision making process. This was not the exact truck for
me, but he made sure to ask what I was looking for and was willing to let me know if something
came in that would work for me. Great service not found at many dealerships these days! I
called the dealership to schedule an appointment. The car was ready for us when we got there,
it was as advertised. The guys were great to work with. Wonderful customer service! Will
definitely return in the future for another vehicle! Thank you for helping my roommate get
herself a car She was nice. She left a voicemail and I am working a lot right now and unable to
respond. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the saleman was a true
honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone because i didnt
return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. Prompt and courteous
response with clear photos. I will be meeting with them in the coming days. GREAT experience!
The dealer let me ask as many questions as I wanted which put me at ease. I can read people
very well and I could tell he was very genuine about all of his responses. If you don't know
much about cars, he will help educate and empower you to make a good purchase. The owner
of the place is a good person with lots of integrity. I cannot recommend this place enough!
Excellent customer service and the staff went above and beyond to ensure we knew all that was
needed to make a purchase. Great team East Coast Auto! Friendly people and no hassle
dealing. I was in and out fast and they were ready to deal. The Ford Taurus represented the
second year of the model's redesign. As such, few changes were introduced. Also available on
the higher-end trims were a few luxury touches, like leather bucket seats and power-adjustable
pedals. As the newest incarnation of Ford's long-time bestselling car, the '01 Taurus had some
history to live up to. Fortunately, drivers and reviewers alike responded well to the redesign. A
more angular, broader-shouldered exterior provided more room in the cabin and more cargo
space in the trunk; this was a key advantage the Taurus enjoyed over other midsize cars, even
the more-expensive Volkswagen Passat. On the other hand, the '01 Ford Taurus wasn't a
muscle car, a sports car, a luxury car, or anything else particularly fun. What it did offer, though,
was reliable, solid family transportation at an affordable price. Not too long on power, the
Taurus's base engine was a horsepower V6. Fuel efficiency was a middle-of-the-road 20 mpg
city, 28 mpg highway. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Taurus listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Se Habla Espanol! Need Financing? Come see what the Finance Specialists can do for
you. All Apps Accepted. This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every effort to
ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the options or
vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer
cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Value Priced below
the market average! Based on the excellent condition of this vehicle, along with the options and
color, this Ford Taurus is sure to sell fast. Odometer is miles below market average! No other

warranty of any kind is made unless expressly provided herein. Further, nothing has been
promised after the sale. Recent Arrival! Taj Auto Mall has over 1, affordable vehicles in stock.
We offer a 3 Day Exchange on qualifying vehicles! Why shop anywhere else? Our dealership
specializes in providing you with the best used cars, trucks, and SUVs in the Lehigh Valley area.
Part of our promise to you is that we will always strive to provide you with unbeatable service.
Our goal is to go above and beyond your expectations. Our Bethlehem dealership has tons of
well-equipped SUVs, trucks, and cars at highly affordable prices. So come on down to our
dealership in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. We are open Monday through Saturday from 9 am to 8
pm. Contact us with any used car questions you may have, our number is Make Taj Auto Mall
your first choice for affordable used vehicles. That is what makes us the best place in michiana
to buy your next pre owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto.
Mishawaka Indiana. Visit Headers Auto Sales online at headersauto. This is a vehicle designated
as wholesale and is scheduled to be run at the auction within 30 days of arrival. In order to
minimize cost, we have not made any inspection, mechanical or cosmetic repairs to this vehicle.
If you would like to view these vehicles, please give us a call to setup an appointment. We will
not finance these vehicles, if you would like to buy one, we recommend cash or to arrange your
own financing. We are not a buy-here pay-here. We recommend having a mechanic of your
choosing to look the vehicle over prior to purchase. This vehicle doesn t qualify for overnight
test drives. The vehicle price is very close to what we believe we will sell it at the auction for
with very little time and paperwork involved. We will not add any agreed upon repairs to the
selling price. It is the customers responsibility to have the vehicle inspected by their mechanic
in order to purchase this vehicle. We would rather you not buy these vehicles than come back
after having bought one expecting us to repair something. You will be disappointed. This is a
Ford Taurus with k for miles. Great work or school car. Seats are in good shape. Car drives out
well. It has a clear Oklahoma title but their is a Kansas sticker DMV sticker on door so it
probably has a rebuilt title in kansas. The low advertised price assumes you have the cash or
have arranged your own financing. For better picture or to see more vehicles including 4x4's,
crew cab trucks, and cars go to WWW. NET If you have questions, call You will talk with me or
my wife, not a salesman. We are located in Pomona, a 35 to 40 minute drive south of Olathe or
about 30 minute drive from Lawrence or Topeka. This vehicle has not been serviced thru our
shop and is being sold As-Is due to age, mileage or condition. For additional details, please
contact our sales department at We use Live Market Pricing to scan over 40, websites to assure
you the best value for your money. Come see why our customers agree, you can "Count on
Kelly. Visit us a It comes with a 6 Cylinder engine. The exterior is a sharp toreador red cl. You
can trust this sedan because it has a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars! Don't wait until it is too
late! Call today to schedule an appointment. We have been voted Mankato's 1 place to purchase
a New or Used Car since We are the most positive reviewed dealer in the area. Our mission
statement is simple: To be so effective we are able to be helpful to others. Call or stop by today
and see the difference. Just Ask Around. Gasoline car that will save you gas. Has Electric
windows. Power side mirrors. Back seats fold down you can get to the trunk. Electric seats. We
also have videos of this car on our Facebook or Instagram so Look Up!! Fresh Rides Inc in your
search bar of your Facebook or Instagram and follow us for the best cars and trucks around.
Come into Fresh Rides today this car wont last long. We understand your time is valuable. We
will do our best to offer a quick and painless buying experience. Fresh Rides Inc. Visit our
website We build your credit through the purchase of a vehicle. We approve valued customers
who have bankruptcies no credit divorces unresolved bills hospital bills student loan and
repossessions. Let us show you how we can help you. GAP insurance protection available.
Corwin is a family owned and operated business. We have been in business for over years. Our
select Certified inventory takes the risk out of buying a car. At the same live market price. All
our preowned vehicles get points of inspection by certified technicians. You get a Vehicle
History Report. What is Live Market Pricing? We utilize a 3rd party company, Kelly Blue Book, to
help us price preowned vehicles. To be not just the best price, but the best value price. Which in
turn takes the haggle out of buying a car. Remember if it doesn't say Corwin on the back of the
car, you've probably paid too much. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Cylinders 6 cylinders 1, 4 cylinders 22 8 cylinders 1.
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Title issue. Not provided. Check Availability. Close Fresh Rides Inc. Showing 1 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Purchased this car used in with 26, miles on it.
Now had , and the engine still runs like new. Still has the original muffler and exhaust system,
this is amazing for Vermont. The undercarriage has very little rust. Only trouble spots are the

rear wheel wells which nee body work at this point. Front Rotors warp when replace with
original equipment, but once I change to a premium rotor from another company, no problems
with the rotors. On the whole this has been a great car with low maintenance. Looking to
replace with another Ford with the same 3. This thing is a work horse. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
89 gmc sierra 1500 parts
infinity fx35 2008
1997 honda civic ex headlights
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

